Aims Data assimilation is a useful tool to extract information from large datasets of the net ecosystem exchange (NEE) of CO 2 obtained by eddy-flux measurements. However, the number of parameters in ecosystem models that can be constrained by eddy-flux data is limited by conventional inverse analysis that estimates parameter values based on one-time inversion. This study aimed to improve data assimilation to increase the number of constrained parameters.
Methods
In this study, we developed conditional Bayesian inversion to maximize the number of parameters to be constrained by NEE data in several steps. In each step, we conducted a Bayesian inversion to constrain parameters. The maximum likelihood estimates of the constrained parameters were then used as prior to fix parameter values in the next step of inversion. The conditional inversion was repeated until there were no more parameters that could be further constrained. We applied the conditional inversion to hourly NEE data from Harvard Forest with a physiologically based ecosystem model.
Important Findings
Results showed that the conventional inversion method constrained 6 of 16 parameters in the model while the conditional inversion method constrained 13 parameters after six steps. The cost function that indicates mismatch between the modeled and observed data decreased with each step of conditional Bayesian inversion. The Bayesian information criterion also decreased, suggesting reduced information loss with each step of conditional Bayesian inversion. A wavelet analysis reflected that model performance under conditional Bayesian inversion was better than that under conventional inversion at multiple time scales, except for seasonal and half-yearly scales. In addition, our analysis also demonstrated that parameter convergence in a subsequent step of the conditional inversion depended on correlations with the parameters constrained in a previous step. Overall, the conditional Bayesian inversion substantially increased the number of parameters to be constrained by NEE data and can be a powerful tool to be used in data assimilation in ecology. 
INTRODUCTION
Understanding processes and mechanisms that control ecosystem carbon balance can greatly improve our ability to predict ecosystem responses to global climate changes (Luo et al. 2001a; Schimel et al. 2001; Valentini et al. 2000) . Eddy covariance technology, as a way to assess net ecosystem exchange (NEE) of CO 2 , provides us a new opportunity to explore ecosystem processes and mechanisms (Baldocchi et al. 2001) . At present, NEE data are measured half-hourly or hourly in ;100 sites within the AmeriFlux network, resulting in huge datasets of eddy-flux measurements. Eddy-flux data have been used to estimate net ecosystem production (Van Dijk and Dolman 2004; Zha et al. 2004) , study seasonal and interannual variability in environmental variables and carbon processes (Hui et al. 2003; Wofsy et al. 1993) , partition photosynthetic and respiratory CO 2 fluxes (Baldocchi 2003; Falge et al. 2002; Reichstein et al. 2005) and validate ecosystem models (Clark et al. 2001; Law et al. 2000; Siqueira et al. 2006) . How to gain insights into fundamental mechanisms of ecosystem carbon processes from the rapidly expanding NEE data continues to be one of the main challenges in ecology community.
Recently, data assimilation techniques and inverse analysis have been applied to extract ecological knowledge from massive eddy-flux data (Raupach et al. 2005) . The approaches have been used to (i) estimate model parameters that cannot be directly or easily obtained from experiments (Braswell et al. 2005; Hanan et al. 2002; Luo et al. 2003; Schulz et al. 2001; White and Luo 2002; Xu et al. 2006) ; (ii) explore biogeochemical processes at different temporal and spatial scales (Lai et al. 2002; Sacks et al. 2006) ; (iii) quantify uncertainty in carbon budgets (Knorr and Kattge 2005; Williams et al. 2005; Xu et al. 2006 ) and (iv) make inference for multiple-model selection (Sacks et al. 2006) . Overall, the data-model assimilation approaches have a potential to improve the capability of ecosystem carbon models to predict responses of terrestrial carbon cycling to climate changes.
Application of the data assimilation techniques is an active topic in ecological modeling studies (Xu et al. 2006) . Many aspects of the techniques have to be improved. One of the issues is that the number of parameters in process-based ecosystem models that can be constrained by NEE or other ecological data is extremely low. For example, the analysis of the covariance matrix in parameter estimation conducted by Wang et al. (2001) showed that only a maximum of three or four parameters could be determined independently from CO 2 flux observation. Multiple years of NEE datasets can constrain 13 parameters out of 23 in a simplified photosynthesis and evapo-transpiration (SIPNET) model by stochastic Bayesian inversion (Braswell et al. 2005) . Six datasets of soil respiration, woody biomass, foliage biomass, litterfall and soil carbon content from the Duke Forest Free-Air CO 2 Enrichment Experiment (FACE) can constrain four at ambient CO 2 and three at elevated CO 2 out of seven carbon transfer coefficients (Xu et al. 2006) . Knorr and Kattge (2005) presented the posterior standard deviation (SD) of parameters instead of the number of constrained parameters after conducting Bayesian inversion. They found that, in comparison to prior SD of parameters, posterior SDs were obviously reduced in 7 out of 14 BETHY C4 model parameters and in 5 out of 23 BETHY C3 model parameters. Unconstrained parameters have no convergence in their posterior probability density functions (PDFs). In this case, any value chosen within the lower and upper limits of the parameters would not make any difference in reproducing the observed data. This situation is called parameter equifinality. Parameter equifinality has been identified as a major source of large uncertainty in the prediction of carbon and heat fluxes (Schulz et al. 2001) .
The issue of parameter equifinality has not been carefully addressed in the model assimilation of NEE data (Luo et al. 2009 ). Most of the published studies on the model assimilation of eddy-flux or biometrical data either avoid the issue by prescribing many of the parameters in their models or merely report which parameters were or were not constrained. For example, all the partitioning coefficients of photosynthates into plant pools, all the initial values of pool sizes and all the parameters that describe carbon flows into receiving pools were prescribed in the inverse analysis with six datasets from Duke FACE experiments (Xu et al. 2006) . They only analyzed seven parameters related to residence times of the seven plant and soil carbon pools based on the reason that the seven parameters are probably among the most important ones in determining ecosystem carbon cycling . Braswell et al. (2005) prescribed the initial conditions and two parameters in SIPNET model and allowed the other 23 parameters to vary in the parameter optimization. Similarly, Sacks et al. (2006) conducted Bayesian inversion after fixing three parameters in the SIPNET model and did not report the number of constrained parameters in their results. Little attention has been paid to parameter equifinality in data assimilation although carbon-flux partitioning, cross-site comparison and long-term prediction strongly rely on accurate estimation of parameters. Therefore, to improve model prediction of carbon processes, we have to address the parameter equifinality issue and to improve the parameter estimation method so that more parameters can be constrained.
We have explored several methods to improve the parameter estimation, such as different model structures, different lengths of NEE datasets and model synthesis with NEE and other datasets. Here, we report our research results using a modified Bayesian inversion method, which we call conditional Bayesian inversion. The conditional Bayesian inversion sequentially conducts Bayesian inversion by several steps. In each step, we obtained convergence information for a subset of parameters. Then maximum likelihood estimates (MLEs) of the constrained parameters were then used as prior to fix the parameter values at MLEs in the next step of Bayesian inversion with decreased parameter dimensionality. Conditional inversion was repeated until there were no more parameters to be constrained. We applied this method with a physiologically based ecosystem model to hourly NEE measurements at Harvard Forest. Then, the conditional inversion method was evaluated in terms of the number of constrained parameters, values of the cost function, Bayesian information criterion (BIC) and the root mean square error (RMSE) in multiple time scales.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Data source
index.html. Five datasets that were included in the data-model assimilation to derive optimized parameter values are (i) NEE, (ii) air temperature at top canopy (T a ), (iii) photosynthetically active radiation (PAR), (iv) relative humidity (RH) and (5) leaf area index (LAI). Among them, hourly NEE, T a , PAR and RH were meteorological measurements taken directly from the eddy tower, whereas hourly LAI data were interpolated from LAI measurements.
We chose datasets in 1998 because (i) LAI, as an important variable to scale leaf-level photosynthesis up to canopy-level photosynthesis, was available in that year; (ii) our previous study indicated that parameter estimation in carbon models from NEE data was most efficient by the inclusion of 1-year data ; (iii) the model used in this study was not designed to study inter-annual variability with multiple-year hourly NEE data and rather (iv) our primary objective of this study was to examine and evaluate different inversion methods in terms of efficiency of extracting information from NEE data.
Model description and parameters
The model used in this study was a flux-based ecosystem model (FBEM), which was fully described in Appendix with equations. In brief, the FBEM model described the short-time processes of canopy-level photosynthesis (A c ) and ecosystem respiration (R eco ) as regulated by environmental variables. NEE of CO 2 to the atmosphere (NEE) was calculated by
A positive NEE value denotes a release of CO 2 from the ecosystem while a negative NEE value presents a net uptake of CO 2 from the atmosphere. Canopy photosynthesis was estimated from LAI and leaf photosynthesis (Sellers et al. 1992 ). The latter was described using the model developed by Farquhar et al. (1980) for both carboxylation and electron transport process together with a stomatal conductance model (Chang 2003; Leuning 1995; van Wijk et al. 2000) . Ecosystem respiration was modeled by a function of temperature with the widely used Q 10 function (van't Hoff 1899). Although autotrophic and heterotrophic respiration may differentially respond to environmental variables (Luo and Zhou 2006) , ecosystem respiration equations are usually sufficient to describe NEE (Janssens and Pilegaard 2003; Novick et al. 2004) and have fewer parameters to be estimated. In total, there were totally 16 parameters that governed the model's behavior (Table 1 , Appendix).
Bayesian inversion with Markov Chain Monte Carlo technique
Data assimilation is to derive posterior information of model parameters based on a given set of measurements and a model structure. According to Bayes' theorem, posterior PDFs of model parameters (p) can be obtained from prior knowledge of parameters and information generated by comparison of simulated and observed variables. The theorem can be described as (Mosegaard and Sambridge 2002) .
where f(p) is the posterior PDFs of model parameters, v is a normalized constant, qðpÞ represents the prior PDFs of model parameters and L(p) is the likelihood function, which expresses the fit between modeled and measured NEE. 
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To carry out the data assimilation, we first specified ranges for model parameters as prior knowledge (see Table 1 ). The initial values and lower and upper boundaries of parameters were defined according to values reported in the literature, educated guesses and measurements (Knorr and Kattge 2005) . The parameter space was denoted as X. Then, we used the Metropolis-Hastings (M-H) algorithm to select parameters. The M-H algorithm uses a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) technique to generate high-dimensional PDFs of model parameters via a sampling procedure (Hastings 1970; Metroplis et al. 1953) and allows computation of correlation among parameters. In performing the selection process, we ran the M-H algorithm by repeating two steps: a proposing step and a moving step (Xu et al. 2006) . In each proposing step, the algorithm proceeds as a random walk ðDpÞ from the previously accepted parameter vector within the parameter space to generate a new parameter vector. Dp is defined by a random number (r) between 0 and 1, the vector of parameter minima (p min ) and maxima (p max ) and a step length factor (s).
where p i and p i + 1 are previously accepted and new parameter vector, respectively. In each moving step, the new vector of p is tested against the Metropolis criterion (Xu et al. 2006 ) to examine whether it should be accepted or rejected. The Metropolis criterion is a probability to accept the proposed parameters, which is derived from likelihood functions of proposed parameters relative to the parameters accepted last time. In practice, we calculated a NEE value from the FBEM model by using the parameter vector generated in the proposing step and then compared the calculated NEE value with the observed NEE value to get the data-model error JðpÞ:
where NEE s i is the NEE value simulated by the model while NEE o i is the observed value, i = 1, 2, . . ., N, where N is the total number of observations in the NEE time series. C NEE is the covariance matrix and superscript T denotes the transposed vector. The likelihood function was expressed as the negative exponential of the misfit against measurements, J(p), such that
where r is the SD of data-model error. Then, the probability to accept the new parameters (moving to the next step) was calculated by
Once the proposed parameters were accepted, the accepted parameters were then used to generate a new set of parameters. Otherwise, the proposed parameters were discarded and a new set of parameters was generated based on the accepted parameters from the previous iteration.
After we run the model for 20 000 000 times, the model parameters estimated by the M-H algorithm converged to stationary distributions.
Conditional Bayesian inversion
Conditional Bayesian inversion was built upon the Bayesian inversion described in the previous section. Suppose we had a model with n parameters to be estimated. After we did the Bayesian inversion once, we obtained MLEs for a number of well-constrained parameters (the number denoted as n 1 ). Then, we used the MLEs for n 1 well-constrained parameters as prior values in the model for the next step of Bayesian inversion. In this way, parameter dimensionality decreased to n À n 1 . We repeated the Bayesian inversion again to search for posterior PDFs of the rest of parameters (n À n 1 ). The obtained MLEs for additional well-constrained parameters were used as prior values for the following step of Bayesian inversion. This process was repeated until there were no further parameters that could be constrained. Since each step in the inversion process was based on information obtained in the previous step, we call this process conditional Bayesian inversion (Fig. 1) . In contrast, the method of parameter estimation by one-time inversion is called conventional Bayesian inversion.
Convergence test
Here, we used Gelman-Rubin (G-R) diagnostic method to monitor convergence of MCMC simulation. By starting with different initial parameter values and running three parallel chains, we compared the within-run variation (W i ) with the between-run variations (B i ) of each parameter to examine convergence of accepted series (Gelman and Rubin 1992) . Specifically, for each parameter component p i of vector p, denoting the samples from k parallel M-H runs of length n as p n;k i ða=1; 2; . . . ; N; b=1; 2; . . . ; KÞ, then the between-run and within-run variance are defined as
The G-R scale reduction statistics (GR i ) is given by
where df is degree of freedom for parameters in each M-H run (N À 1). When GR i approximately equaled to one, convergence of MCMC simulation was reached.
Bayesian information criterion (BIC)
In order to examine whether the model with parameter values optimized by conditional Bayesian inversion performs better than that optimized by conventional Bayesian inversion, we used BIC (also known as the Schwarz criterion (Schwarz 1978) ) to calculate the information loss in each step within conditional Bayesian inversion.
where L is the maximized value of the likelihood function, K is the number of free parameters to be estimated and n is the number of data points. Lower BIC is considered to be less information loss with better model performance (Braswell et al. 2005; Carlin et al. 2006) .
Time scale analysis
We applied a wavelet decomposition analysis to observed NEE series and modeled NEE series with optimized parameters from conventional and conditional Bayesian inversion, respectively. Wavelet decomposition transforms the time series data into coefficients vectors in different wavelet levels, corresponding to multiple time scales. We selected Coif wavelet basis as a mother wavelet (Braswell et al. 2005) and generated frequency-dependent coefficients in 12 levels. By comparing the mismatch between coefficients from observed and modeled NEE time series, we evaluated the time scales at which conditional Bayesian inversion provided better estimates for NEE than conventional inversion does.
RESULTS
Conventional Bayesian inversion constrained six parameters (E Vm , r JmVm , R 0 eco , Q 10 , g l and D 0 ) in the model (Fig. 2, left side of the dashed line). Using the MLEs of the six parameters, which were constrained in the first step of (i.e. conventional) Bayesian inversion, the second step of the Bayesian inversion constrained additional three parameters (a q , K . The sixth step of the Bayesian inversion did not constrain any more parameters, suggesting that there was hardly any information contained in the NEE measurements that can be used to constrain E Kc , E ko and k n . Overall, seven more parameters were constrained by the conditional Bayesian inversion than by the conventional Bayesian inversion (Fig. 2, right side of the dashed line).
To explore posterior PDFs of the three unconstrained parameters (E Kc , E ko and k n ) after the last step of conditional Bayesian inversion, we used the MLEs of all the 13 constrained parameters as prior, increased the upper range of E Kc from 15 000 to 20 000 and decreased the lower range of k n from 0.7 to 0.5. The posterior PDFs of two unconstrained parameters (E Kc and k n ) were edge hitting at the sixth step of conditional Bayesian inversion but showed well-constrained distributions after the expansion of parameter ranges. The evenly distribution PDF of E ko was little affected (Fig. 3) . However, the convergence patterns of E Kc and k n would not happen if parameter ranges were broadened at the first step of Bayesian inversion (data not shown).
The MLEs of parameters retrieved from the conditional Bayesian inversion were shown in Table 2 with corresponding SD of parameters to indicate how well the NEE data constrained each parameter. Most of the posterior distributions of parameters were well within the range published in the literature (Table 2) . When MLEs of parameters were used to generate the modeled NEE time series, the modeled NEE matched seasonal and diurnal dynamics of observed NEE very well (Fig. 4a) . The correlation coefficient between observed and modeled NEE was 89.9% (Fig. 4b) . The RMSE between observed and modeled NEE was 0.000034 g C m À2 s
À1
. To examine whether the new optimization algorithm performs better than conventional inversion, we calculated 50 000 cost function values at each step of the conditional Bayesian inversion, each corresponding to one accepted parameter set. Box plot showed that the distribution of the cost function values was right-skewed and the median value of cost function decreased with the successive conditional Bayesian steps (Fig. 5) , indicating a better fitting between modeled and observed NEE with each step. In addition, BIC values also decreased with each step in the conditional Bayesian inversion from 1321 to 1199 (Table 3 ). The information loss was reduced, suggesting that the model fitting with data was improved during the conditional Bayesian inversion.
Improvements in the estimation of NEE by conditional Bayesian inversion were also reflected at different time scales after we conducted wavelet decomposition (Table 4) . Norm values, which represented the Euclidean distance between coefficient vectors from observed and modeled NEE time series, were smaller in conditional Bayesian inversion than those in conventional Bayesian inversion from wavelet levels 1-5 and levels 7-10. Meanwhile, RMSE were also smaller in those levels, indicating modeled NEE dynamics optimized by conditional inversion could match the observed data slightly better than that optimized by conventional inversion.
A correlation analysis at each step of conditional Bayesian inversion showed that either constrained (e.g. r JmVm in the first step) or unconstrained parameters (e.g. K 25 c in the first step) can have high correlations with other parameters (Table 5) . Conversely, either constrained (e.g. E Vm in the first step) or unconstrained parameters (e.g. k n in the sixth step) can have no or low correlations with other parameters. But, from the second step on, each of the constrained parameters at that step was highly correlated with at least one parameter constrained by the last step. For example, for the three parameters constrained in step 2, a q , K 25 c and V 25 m were highly correlated with r JmVm and g l . And, a q and V 25 m were highly correlated with each other (0.95). The constrained parameter C 25 Ã in the third step was highly correlated with a q that was constrained in the second step.
DISCUSSION
The conditional Bayesian inversion developed in this study substantially increased the number of parameters to be constrained by NEE measurements (13 of a total 16 parameters) in comparison to the conventional inversion (6 of 16) (Fig. 2) . Other measures also indicated that more information was extracted from the NEE data by the conditional than conventional inversion approaches. For example, the cost function (Fig. 5) , BIC that measures information loss (Table 3) , and data-model mismatch as measured by the misfit between wavelet coefficients and RMSE at multiple time scales (Table 4) almost all decreased at each step of conditional inversion, suggesting that the new optimization algorithm improved parameter estimation.
Ecosystem simulation models have been relatively well developed and extensively applied to ecological research since 1960s (Odum 1956; Watt 1966 ). Most of the major ecosystem and community processes have been incorporated into models (Å gren and Bosatta 1998; Parton et al. 1987; Rastetter et al. 1991) . Despite the fact that diverse models exist in the research community, most of them share similar structures that fluxes of carbon among compartments are largely controlled by donor pool sizes, and pools and fluxes are mostly linked by first-order differential equations (Luo and Reynolds 1999) . The major sources of uncertainty in model prediction of ecosystem responses to global changes are from unconstrained response functions and parameter values (Green et al. 1999; Luo et al. 2003; MacFarlane et al. 2000) . Many of the parameters in ecosystem models are difficult or impossible to be directly measured (Luo et al. 2001b; Van Oijen et al. 2005) . In the past, Monte Carlo simulation or sensitivity analysis has been conducted to identify key parameters (e.g. Verbeeck et al. 2006; Zaehle et al. 2005 ) before efforts were made to obtain more accurate estimates of the parameters. Recently, data assimilation and inverse analysis have been applied to estimate parameter values. But almost all the parameter estimation studies have showed that the number of parameters that can be constrained by NEE data is extremely limited (e.g. Wang et al. 2001 ).
To cope with unconstrained parameters, previous studies using conventional data assimilation methods usually prescribed a subset of parameter values and estimated other parameters. In their inverse analysis, e.g. Xu et al. (2006) prescribed all the partitioning coefficients of photosynthate into plant pools and all the initial values of pool sizes. Sacks et al. (2006) also fixed initial conditions and three parameters in the SIPNET model. The parameter values that are fixed before conducting data-model assimilation will affect convergence patterns of estimated parameters. To our knowledge, no study has been conducted to examine the implications of prescription of a subset of parameter values for convergence of the parameters to be estimated. In this study, we allowed all the 16 parameters to vary in the first step of Bayesian inversion to avoid subjective prescription of parameter values. We then used the MLEs of constrained parameters as prior in the next step of conditional inversion to increase the accuracy of parameter estimation.
There are four possible reasons explaining why the conditional Bayesian inversion constrained more parameters than the conventional inversion did. First, the M-H algorithm for the Bayesian inversion searches for a vicinity of optimal parameter values that minimize the mismatch between the observed and modeled variables (Metroplis et al. 1953; Raupach et al. 2005; Tarantola 2005) . The algorithm chose a value with the highest probability (MLE) to be fixed for each constrained parameter in the next step of inversion, which reduced parameter uncertainties as indicated by a gradual decrease in cost function (Fig. 5) . Second, parameter dimensionality decreased during conditional Bayesian inversion, resulting in higher possibility to find the optimal parameter values. The computational complexity of Bayesian inversion increases quadratically with the number of observations (Fearnhead 2006) . It is difficult to obtain the best parameter sets in a high-dimension space. When dimensions were reduced after each step of conditional inversion, the space in which the M-H algorithm searched for optimal parameters also decreased, so that additional parameters can be possibly constrained by NEE data. Third, parameter sensitivity to NEE dynamics was altered during conditional Bayesian inversion. Constraint of a parameter in inverse analysis is determined by differentiability of the parameter to the data (Tarantola 2005) . In our study, the sensitivity of a parameter ðp i Þ to NEE as in @pi @NEE was not only determined by the parameter itself but also conditioned upon other parameter values. Once a subset of parameter values were fixed, the sensitivity of parameters to NEE were altered, leading to new possibilities to further constrain parameters.
The fourth and probably most important reason is the correlation. Our analysis of the correlation matrix of parameters (Table 5) showed that parameters constrained in the second or later steps were all highly correlated with at least one of the parameters constrained in the previous step. When one of the correlated parameters was fixed at the MLE, the other parameters can also be constrained in the following inversion step. Therefore, conditional inversion is to increase the number of constrained parameters partly by fixing the highly correlated parameters step by step. Correlation among parameters has been speculated as a major cause for a low number of constrained parameters in eddy covariance data assimilation. Wang et al. (2001) suggested that fixing those parameters that had high correlations with other parameters can improve parameter estimation. Meanwhile, high correlations between parameters were considered to be a possible reason for poorly constrained parameters (Braswell et al. 2005) or ecologically not meaningful estimates of parameters (Sacks et al. 2006) . Our analysis supports those assertions.
Fixing constrained parameters at the MLEs in each step of the conditional inversion, however, did introduce additional assumptions since what we obtained in each step is the PDFs for constrained parameters rather than exact values with 100% certainty. Nevertheless, it is quite common in an inverse analysis to fix some parameters and search for others. This conditional inversion used MLEs identified in the previous step to fix those constrained parameters for the next step of inversion. It is still useful to identify more parameters with the same dataset.
Data assimilation obtains MLEs and SDs of parameters from posterior PDFs. NEE is a small net flux resulting from a balance between two large fluxes of photosynthesis and respiration with substantial white noises (Hollinger and Richardson 2005; Valentini et al. 2000) . When the optimization algorithm minimizes the mismatch between observed and modeled NEE to obtain MLEs, estimated parameters may not be ecologically meaningful. Thus, we have to ultimately compare estimated parameter values with ecologically meaningful values that have been used in the literature. In our study, MLEs and SD of constrained parameters were highly comparable to the parameter values in the literature (Table 2 ). For example, the estimated ratio of intercellular to air CO 2 concentration (f Ci ) was close to the commonly used value for C 3 plants in simulation models . The estimated CO 2 compensation point (C 25 Ã ) was well constrained and in good agreement with the experimental results for plant species that were similar to those in Harvard Forest (Ni and Pallardy 1992; Wu et al. 2006) . Likewise, the ratio between electron transport and carboxylation rate (r JmVm ) was estimated to be 1.7, which was supported by the observations for C 3 species (Wullschleger 1993) . After the sixth step of conditional inversion, three parameters (E Kc , E Ko and k n ) still could not be constrained. E Kc and E Ko are activation energy for carboxylation and oxygenation, respectively, and describe biochemical processes only when photosynthesis is limited by enzyme activity. We ultimately need biochemical data on enzyme kinetics with respect to photosynthesis to constrain E Kc and E Ko . Variation in measured NEE, especially at a daily time scale, is mainly regulated by light availability and is unlikely to provide much information on activation energy of photosynthetic enzymes. As a result, any value of E Kc and E Ko will be accepted as 'good' values in search with the M-H algorithm as long as a good model-data fit can be achieved by optimization of other parameters. Parameter k n is a canopy light extinction coefficient. Canopy-level k n varies with LAI (Larcher 1995; Wallace 1997) , which changes over a growing season as canopy develops (Hymus et al. 2002) . Consequently, the k n value is supposed to vary with seasons. However, our data assimilation algorithm only searches for one value of k n in each M-H selection. Similarly, Braswell et al. (2005) reported that temporal variation of parameter potentially explained the edge-hitting behavior of half saturation point in PAR and photosynthesis relationship (PAR 1=2 ) in their study. It is highly desirable to estimate dynamics of parameters over time in the future.
In this study, we used data from one particular year to test the conditional inversion method. In this year, 1998, the NEE of Harvard Forest was only 40% of the mean annual NEE due to some abnormal weather events (Urbanski et al. 2007) . Data from different years generally should not affect the evaluation of the conditional inversion method. However, it is yet to be explored how disturbances and extreme climate conditions affect the MLEs and PDFs of constrained parameters.
CONCLUSIONS
Almost all the published studies using data assimilation approaches report that the number of parameters that can be constrained by NEE data is very limited. In this study, we developed a conditional Bayesian inversion method, which substantially increased the number of parameters constrained by NEE data. Within each step of conditional Bayesian inversion, cost function, BIC and RMSE within multiple time scales almost all decreased, indicating that fitting between modeled and observed NEE was improved. Such improvement in parameter estimation enhances our ability to extract information from NEE data and potentially reduces uncertainty for prediction of carbon dynamics in the future. While the number of parameters to be constrained by NEE data increased by using conditional Bayesian inversion, some other issues, such as model structures, the length of NEE datasets and synthesis of the model with NEE and other datasets, need to be further explored in future data assimilation studies. Appendix: model structure description
Leaf-level photosynthesis
Leaf-level photosynthesis was described by a model developed by Farquhar et al. (1980) . For C 3 plants, gross leaf CO 2 uptake (A, lmol CO 2 m À2 s
À1
) is calculated as A = minfJ c ; J e g;
where J c and J e represent the rate limited by carboxylation enzymes and by light electron transport, respectively. The carboxylation processes (J c , lmol CO 2 m À2 s À1 ) are
C i is the leaf internal CO 2 concentration (lmol CO 2 mol À1 air), expressed as 
Stomatal conductance
The stomatal conductance ðG s Þ is coupled with leaf-level photosynthesis by Leuning model (Leuning 1995) , so that the carbon influx of the top leaf layer (A n ) is estimated by
where g l and D 0 (kPa) are empirical coefficients and D is vapor pressure deficit (kPa). Vapor pressure deficit is calculated by air temperature (T k ) and RH (in %) (Chang 2003) . where e s is saturation vapor pressure (mbar).
Canopy-level photosynthesis
In order to scale up leaf-level photosynthesis to canopylevel photosynthesis, an approach of Sellers et al. (1992) was used to describe the relationship between the canopy photosynthesis (A c ) and the carbon influx of the top leaf layer, derived as A c = A n Á 1 À expð À k n Á LAIÞ k n ;
where k n is light extinction coefficient. 
Ecosystem respiration
